
COMPANY OVERVIEW 

 

WeCan Schools are run by the WeCan Society, which is registered as an NGO under Indian Societies Act, 1958.  

WeCan runs 9 Schools with more than 3500 students in the walled city area of Jaipur. Most of the students belong to the 

economically weaker sections of society. WeCan also provides scholarships and fee waivers to almost 2000 students.  

 

When Socrates held education to be “the most powerful weapon to change the world” WeCan assumed that human values will 

only return to the fore through learning and wisdom. With a similar intention, WeCan created a school which was not merely 

bricks, mortar and books, but it was something more valuable – it taught students living with human ideals, creativity and 

resourcefulness. Through WeCan Kindersley, we wanted our students to dream, think beyond limitations and boundaries, act 

with devotion and commitment and achieve anything that finds a place their hearts!! 

In 2006, WeCan Kindersley International School opened its doors to 40 students in Jaipur. Since then, WeCan Kindersley 

International School has been continuously growing, offering quality education to thousands of students. Located within the bare 

ranges of the ancient Aravalli Hills and in the grandeur of Jaipur, WeCan Kindersley International School amalgamates a 

harmony of antiquity and novelty. 

 

Transforming the concept of education in a way that talents are developed in pursuit of creativity, innovation and achievement. 

Through deployment of the best practices in school, WeCan wish to provide an ambience where the knowledge gained is 

transformed into wisdom. 

 

Motto 

Knowledge and Wisdom for Bliss. 

 

Vision 

Enhance Knowledge Of Our Students With Ethical & Global Horizon And Enable & Equip Them To Transform This Knowledge 

Into Wisdom. 

Mid-Term Plan  

The mid-term plan is to set up a college to ensure that these students are able to build a career.  

Long-Term Plan   

In the long term, WeCan intends to set up a World-Class University to provide a variety of career options to the 

masses. The Houses at WeCan Schools are named after the most renowned Universities of the World. We now look 

forward to creating one. 



 

OUR TIMELINE 

Year  Branches  Teachers  Students  

2006  1  3  42  

2007  3  13  170  

2008  3  22  325  

2009  3  34  465  

2010  4  45  595  

2011  4  56  750  

2012  4  72  980  

2013  6  95  1427  

2014  7  135  2037  

2015  8  173  2434  

2016  8  206  2716  

2017  9  248  3276  
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